
Late Summer 2017

MESSAGE FROM RANDY

RD Weis Companies is our own big family but we realize that
there is an extended family beyond the company that makes
sacrifices to make our work family what it is. For years, we've
taken the time to recognize our birthdays and anniversaries
and now it's time to recognize the extended family that
supports us while we work.

And this family is growing. On July 20, I became a Great
Grandpa! My grandson's name is Coulson, born to my
granddaughter, Kiya, whose mother is my daughter, Kim.  

Randy

SUMMER VACATONS
ROBERTO CARLOS MOLINA

Hard Rock, Punta Cana, DR
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  Sparta Race
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SUMMER VACATONS
JAMES MCVOY

With my mother, sister and my niece, dancing on board the "Splendor."

SUMMER VACATONS
VIC FOTIA

My wife and I went to see the Lavaux vineyards in Switzerland and took a trip to
Yviore, France.

SUMMER VACATONS
SUZANNE KOLB
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I went to Northern Italy, Venice, Cinque Terra & Lake Como. It was very difficult to
come back home.
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SUMMER VACATONS
MARK ARBOGAST

Before my daughter, Natalie, headed back to California for her sophomore year of
college, we traveled to upstate New York to visit my sister and to learn the art of
making a family favorite, pierogis. We enjoyed the countryside and then went farther
north to spend some time in Toronto.
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SUMMER VACATONS
KEVIN QUICKLE

This summer I took my nephew, Anthony Garber, on a trip to England and Scotland.
We visited all of the tourist sites in London, was well as Stonehenge, Edinburgh
Castle, and Loch Ness. Below is a picture of us at Stonehenge, where we watched
the sunset from within the Stone Circle.

SUMMER VACATONS
RANDY WEIS
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I took time to hang with my grandkids this summer at Martha's Vineyard.

NEW PROJECT
911 Memorial Bell

We are working with the Port Authority of NY/NJ and the Chamber of Commerce of
JFK Airport to help build a 9/11 memorial park on five acres of land that was donated by
the Port Authority.  An old bell was restored and polished meaningfully by Peter
Criscione, our hard surface manager, who lost family that day 16 years ago. The
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restored bell rang proudly at the 911 commemoration ceremony as the names of the
lost were read.
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NEW PROJECT
Merck Kenilworth

Before Siltanium                                                 After Siltanium
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NEW PROJECT
AT&T Middletown Café

Before Siltanium                                                  After Siltanium  

NEW PRODUCT
Masland Woolridge

Beautifully varied natural sheep wool is hand woven on traditional looms in India to
produce rugs with a quietly sophisticated character. The blending of the undyed
fibers creates subtle shifts of tonal colorations producing an understated backdrop to
smart spaces.
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In addition to the natural color movement created by blended yarns, these rugs are
handsomely finished with either a random tip-shearing or a cut and loop
construction. These processes add a unique personality to each pattern producing a
custom, authentic look.

NEW PRODUCT
Adore Regent
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With the Regent collection, Adore has reimagined rigid core floors such as WPC with
a stronger core made from bamboo composite (BPC). Regent has been designed for
high performance and is a sustainable, more dimensionally stable, easy to install,
waterproof floor.

Adore® Regent's unique core construction utilizes FSC certified bamboo composite.
This sustainably sourced waterproof structure offers greater strength, greater
damage resistance and greater dimensional stability over leading WPC competitors.
On the top layer of Regent's composition, beautiful designer inspired visuals are
enhanced for performance and include features such as four sided beveling,
Cleantech™ microbiostat technology, Duramond™ scratch and scuff resistance and
an attached IXPE pad for sound absorption and comfort underfoot. Regent comes
standard with the 5G Välinge® angle-drop locking system for the fastest, easiest
most fool-proof installation available. 
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KEY ANNIVERSARIES

Angela A. Zeolla
Celebrates 20 years in August

Felix Ciriaco Sr.
Celebrates 15 years in September

Jenny Henry
Celebrates 30 years in October

Kim Francis
Celebrates 10 years in December

ARCHIVED NEWSLETTERS

CLICK HERE to access our newsletter archive.

RD Weis Companies
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New York, NY 212-376-5355
Westchester, NY 914-937-9337
Rochester, NY 585-334-8570
Albany, NY 914- 426-2030

email: info@rdweis.com

Hartford, CT 860-528-9637
Boston, MA 781-933-1085
Philadelphia, PA  800-444-6281

web: www.rdweis.com

RD Weis Companies, New York Metro Area, 200 Clearbrook Road, Elmsford, NY 10523
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